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Dear Mr. :

Enclosed is the requested radiation dose ceconstructlon for

your activities while in the Marshall Islands.

T’ :r~st tr,ls answers your lnqulry.
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@& ~“’
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(SUPERSEDES MEMORANDUM OF 14 MARCH 1986)

MEMORANDUM

15.4pril 1986
TO: File

FRO\\: C. Thomas

SUBJECT: Calculated Radiation Dose for - Operations IVY and CASTLE

PURPOSE

The purpose of this memorandum is to assess the radiation exposure potentml !>r

during ?-Jo/ember 1952, while a participant at Operation Ivy. +,! ’-J(J; ‘

dl~ not Cllrectly participate in Operation C(4STLE, conducted at 3ik,:L :

Ene.verak .+ta!ls during the spring of 1954) he was stationed on Kwajalein durin~ tb-> :e,
series; hence, his potential for radiation exposure resulting from the CASTLE tests + ais;

z-

addressecf.
#

OPERATION IVY

During the month of November 1952, participated in :he tw 3

atmospheric nuclear tests conducted at Enewetak Atoll in conjunction with Operatian [V’!’.

During this time period, as a Yeoman 3rd Class (YN3) assigned to the Gunne~;~’

Department aboard the USS RENDOVA (C VE-114). speClfiC shot data are c!etalled Ln

Tabie 1.

Table 1. Operation IVY Shot Data

Shot

‘,IIKE
—

KING

Date (Time) Yield Type Detonation

1 Nov 52 (0715) 10.4 SIT Surface

16 NOV 52 (1130) 500 KT ,Air (1,480 ft)

Source: Reference 1

Dose reconstructions for Navy units participating at Operation IVY have been

performed (Reference 2). activities while at Enewetak appear to c!eiia:s

somewhat from the typical crew scenarios used in that analysis; therefore, the do; e

presented in Reference 2 for the crew of the USS REF4DOVA is adjusted to account f~r b:j

speclflc activities.
PRIVACYACTMATERIALREMOVED
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.4S stated by ? ,major deviations from typical crew acti~ities ,y~::

(1) Except for times when his attacks of erythemia, urticaria, and pruritis were severe a~:

~e was in the sick bay, he spent most of the time in the shade on the hangar deck (!32 dec,. )

or in :he vicinity of a 40mm gun mount on the fantail. From here he could look tip and See

the helicopters parked on the aft flight deck. (2) When recreation parties were permitted c>

go ashore on laptan Island, he, being a former lifeguard instructor for the Red Cross, wau! i

accompany the parties to serve as lifeguard. J estimates that he spent S5 percent

of hLs time either on the hangar deck or an island.

RADIATION ENVIRON JIENT

~ro,m Reference 2, the integrated free-field intensity on the l_lSS RE,VDOV,+’S weather

dec<s (topside) for :fie first is days of ,November was calculated to be 65.7 mR; all ot +ni

resul:ed from secondary (late-time) fallout from Shots MIKE and KING. The aft ad.
REX DOVA’S flight deck, which had become contaminated on 1 November by radio log~ca..:

“hot” helicopters returning from early survey missions, was a restricted area and was roped

off; hence, this area was not considered a radiation source which contributed to the ?~pical

crew exposure. Radiation environments on the residence islands of Enewetak ,Atoll were, In

the absence of radiological survey data, estimated based on shipboard radiological da:a

obtained on ships anchored in close proximity to the islands. On Parry Island, the reslderxt

!sland closest to laptan, the integrated intensity for the same period was estimated to :s

79.1 mR, It is assumed 3aptan Island received comparable leiels of radioactive fallout.

states that he spent “a lot of time” on the RENDOVA’S hangar deck a- ~

fantail which were directly below the contaminated helicopters parked on the aft fli~ht

deck. A 1 November survey of the ship’s interior revealed a maximum intensity I!

35 ~R/hr, obtained on the hangar deck directly below the conta[ninated ‘helic~pte .

F.<>:’? i depicts the reconstructed radiation environment on the RENDOVA’S aft fl. ~nt—
<,a~,ger decks resulting from the contaminated helicopters. The rail-up phase report f~

the RE,NDOVA (Reference 3) states that the maximum intensity of helicopter /}28 was , ~~

lnR/hr at H + i.1, and that of helicopter #26, 1 R/hr (1000 mR/hr) at H + 4.5 ho~:j.

However, the RENOOVA’S deck log states that the maximum intensities on helicopters /ICS

and /)26 were 2.0 R/hr at H + 1.1 hours and 1.5 R/hr at f-i + 4.2 hours, respecti’~e.:r

(Reference 4). The intensities and times reported in the deck log are plotted in Figure 1 Sr:

are used in this analysis. Attempts to decontaminate helicopter #26 between H + 4.2 ~-:

H + 9 hou-”s appear to have been somewhat successful as evidenced by the steePene~ ~e -:

PRIVACY),CTMATERIALRE?,!O’,;E3
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:are tiuring :his tire period. Further attempts to decontaminate helicopter )26 >e:

,-~ - ?sndh +13 ‘-ours had little or no effect, as decay during this time .: “
-1.2~p?rox.ma~ely proportional to t , the same decay rate as would be expected from 1“3’

:ad!oacti~e decay alone. Decontamination efforts on helicopter #28 reduced in; en: ,

from 5G0 mR/hr at :H* 3 to 120 mR/hr at H + 10 (Figure 1). Intensity measurements ~r~ -;:

reported after H + 13 hours and it is assumed the decay rate of helicopter #26 (anti :,-? ;[:

fll~ht deck), remained constant until the helicopters were transferred to s-~r~ : P,

k November (approximately H + 77 hours). After removal of the helicopters, “a :hr:.~h

scrubdown of the exterior decks with soap and salt water reduced the intens!tj [J a

background level” (Reference 3). During the period 1-4 November, the only sourca >i

significant radiation on the RENDOV,< was the contaminated helicopters. [t is ~ssu::ed : ‘~:

:tie 35 mR/3r intensity measured on the hangar deck resulted solely from the presence ~f

:bme contaminated helicopters. Further, it is assumed that subsequent hanga~ -:

,~:2TSitiCS, although not reported, were directly proportional to the intensity @

helicopters parked above it. This environment is depicted by the dashed line in Figur& ! .-::

,s The environment to which YN3 was exposed when on the hangar dec$, -’,>~

.nte~ra ted free-field intensity on the aft hangar deck between H + 4.5 and :+ . ‘“7 -~

“ ~L; ~,ours, !+,Novem’her) is 242 mR.ii

I?JIT1.+L R,ADI,4TION DOSE

At the time of Shot JIIKE, the RENDOV,4 was 30 miles away, far beyond the rar~s ~f

~,eaningful radiation exposure. For Shot KING, the distance was 24 miles. In both c~ses,

t~e initial radiation dose, including that from neutrons, was zero.

RE51DU,AL R,%DIATION DOSE

The in~grated free-field intensities to which YN3 was exposed are ~::j .s: .1

account for time spent topside (or on an island) and below decks, and for any Snie :

pra~ided by the ship’s structure while below.

c~,n~erted to an equivalent film badge dose

f,>j<r,be~ in Reference 5.. _

The adjusted integrated intensities are tn

using the conversion factor 3.? T?T ‘-’ :5

It is assumed that during the period 1-4 November YN3 remained on~o~: : :he

RENDOV,A (the first Shore Patrol to Japtan Island doesn’t show up in the deck i~$ mtii

5 Xovember). The fallout contribution on the ship to the integrated intensit;~ ?~r~; :“.S

PRIVACY ACT MATERIAL REMOVED
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per:od IS 6.4 ,rnR (light fallout occurred on the RE.?JDOVA during the early ~ornl~g

4 .No/ernber). Thus, the total integrated intensity to which YN3 was potent:3..

exposed during this period is 243.4 mR. This analysis assumes that between 1-4 Noi~em5e:,

‘!’Y3 spent 60 percent of the day topside on the hangar deck with no shielding and ~G

percent below decks. ‘,Vhile below, he was offered a shielding

structure (Reference 2). (Typically, a crewmember is assumed

day topside and 60 percent below). The dose calculations for 1-4

DOSel-4 ~o~ [ 1= (.25 R)(O.7 rem/R) 0.6(1) + 0.4(.06) =

During the period 5-1S November, it is assumed that YN3

S5 percent of each day either topside (on the hangar deck) or

Japtan are assumed to ?aie lasted for six

RE};!30VA and 3aptan during this time

.A~3.n, while below deck, he was shielded

the period 5-13 November are as follows:

F

factor of 9.06 by the ship’s

to spend 40 percent ~f t~e

November are as follows:

0.11 rem.

spent approximately

on 3aptan Island. Trips !.>

hours. The free-field integrated intensities ~n the

period are 59.3 mR and 62.2 rnR, respec&~e.

by the ship’s structure. The dose calculatiotis I

*

1

Dose
5-1s Nov = 1

(9.7 rem/R) 6/24(0.062 R) + 14/24 (0.059R) + 4/24( .059 R)(.06)]

0.94 rem=

YX3 total <aroma dose while at Enewetak during the period 1- 1S No/ember .5

therefore 0.11 + 0.04 = 2.15 rem.

also states that he swam in radioactive water while he was a lifeguard Jn

3ap~an Island. Water samples were obtained off Yliramar Beach (Parry Island) on 3, 4, 6, 7,

3, 9 and 17 November 1952. ,4ctivity was noted only on 4 and 6 November when water

samples showed actifity concentrations (beta-gamma) less than one-tenth the rnaxim~n

permissible concentration; it was concluded “that swimming at Lliramar Beach infoi led -1
‘-~ -,.-,.~;.+ because of radioactivity” (Reference 6). Samples obtained between Parry anc ~a;”

[~!~l~cj reieaied even less acti{ity than those at Iliramar Beach; hence, sw’immlrg

Japtan would have pro~lded no significant dose contribution.

DOSE DUE TO INTERNAL EJIITTERS

During YN3 exposure to contaminated helicopters

I -4 November, the possible inhalation of resuspended fallout is considered.

PRIVACYACT MATER!AL R:!IfiCVED
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.’--- ~~t:--,i~la:~~n an :\-e ‘rIe!,copters was ~~~..- easi l;, removed (as e’Jidencec by :p,e :....

cecu;:a,-ilnatian eiforts), and that a large portion of any wind-removed conta. rnina~!j ..

h,a~e blown away from the ship by the constant prevailing winds. Nonetheless, it is 3S5.’--

for this analysis that ‘T’N3 #bile being exposed on the hangar deck to the exter-:.

radiation fr~m the contaminated helicopters on the flight deck above him, was ~j~

downwind of the helicopters and inhaled contaminants that were resuspended by the w-c.

Wind-dri’{en resuspension factors range from 10-10 -5to 10 m-l. For a high-sided factor ::

lG-5 and conditions of exposure necessary to accrue a film badge dose of 110 mrer - {c-

alculated dose while aboard the RENDOVA), the bone dose commitment is about ! rre--

Conversely, for an internal bone dose commitment of 150 mrem (the threshoid fsr

:~,eaningful internal dose), the film badge dose would have had to be 10 rem. Thus, ‘Y’S3

internal bone dose commitment is less than 150 mrem by two orders of magnitude,

J;er:tlon CASTLE was conducted at both Bikini and Enewetak atolls in the :,’

G..rlng J\arcn-Jlay 1954, Although not a participant at CASTLE, YN3 was j~~~.~’

on ;Kwajalein ,Atoll throughout the duration of the operation and was exposed to radi~~c:.

fallout from, several of the detonations. Kwajalein received fallout from Sho:s i3R,+’,’.2,

ROLIEO, and YA,NKEE. Dose calculations have been performed for personnel assi:nec ::

i<wajalein during Operation CASTLE (Reference 7). Since Mr. does not refer :0 a ~

atypical exposure conditions while stationed on Kwajalein, his calculated fallou~ cose

0.32 rem. The initial radiation dose is zero and the internal dose, based on 1 R/hr inte~sl::>’

(~dj~sted to H+l) at up to 100 hours after each shot (Reference 7), is less than 19 mren-.

SU.’,I:,IARY

YX3 while assigned to the USS

recsi~ed an external dose of 0.15 rem gamma.

RENDOVA (CVE-1 14) at Oper~t~~n 1’” ~ -

This includes contributions from f3. .otit

-’. J.,- ?.ES DOV,\ ant! or, ]aptan Island, as well as that from contaminated he!icap:e-s

,.,,:~> ;arked on the a~t flight deck of REND OV,A. His bone dose commitment i~r

potentially hi~h risk period (due to resuspended contaminants from helicopters) aboar~

RENDOVA was about .001 rem. Initial radiation dose was zero. While assigned to KWaJG :.

during Operation CASTLE, YN3 received an additional 0.32 rem gamma from fal!: .:

that occurred on that atoll. Mr. total calculated dose for the ac~ivlties he ‘~j

described is 0.47 rem gamma and less than .15 rem commitment to the bone.
PRIVACY ACT MATERIAL RH,’lC’,’ED
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